Across
3. Who believes in questioning morals and the gods and was sentenced to death?
5. Sparta had a better army, but Athens had a better ______.
6. The two forms of drama in ancient Greece are _______ and comedy.
11. _______ the Great.
13. _______ isolated from much of Greece, builds a military state.
15. Who was the student of Plato?
17. Who was the greatest story teller?
18. What water transport system did the Romans make?
19. What new religion began to become a dominant religion in the Roman Empire?
20. A _______ is a form of government ruled by a king.

Down
1. A narrative poem about heroic deeds is a _______.
2. Who did Aristotle teach?
4. Greek _______ where stories that taught them about their environment and morals etc.
7. _______ was a Roman dictator.
8. A _______ was a man trained to fight with weapons against other men or wild animals in an arena.
9. Who was the teacher of Plato?
10. Who was Zeus’s wife?
12. What is the name of the arena in Rome where gladiators fought?
14. A _______ is a ruler with total power over a country.
16. Who is the ruler of the Greek gods?